.09 History, geographic treatment, biography

Notation 09 from Table 1 as modified below

.091 767 Regions where Islam predominates

Class here law of nations from the viewpoint of Islamic law

(.091 767 1–.091 767 3) Schools of Islamic law

(Optional numbers; prefer 341.091767)

Add to base number 341.091767 the numbers following 297.14018 in notation 297.140181–297.140183, e.g., law of nations as viewed by Ḥanafi school 341.09176711

(.091 767 4) Mixed schools and comparative treatment

Class here works comparing authors affiliated with different schools (e.g., Sunni and Shiʿī schools)

(Optional number; prefer 341.091767)

Use of this number for regions where Sufism predominates discontinued; class in 341.091767

[.091 767 8] Regions where specific Islamic sects and reform movements predominate

Number discontinued; class in 341.091767